Incidence of chromosome aberrations in mammalian sperm stained with Hoechst 33342 and UV-laser irradiated during flow sorting.
The separation of two sperm populations is possible using the technique of flow sorting, provided that a significant difference exists in the DNA content of X- and Y-bearing sperm. In order to ascertain whether or not chromosome damage was induced in sorted sperm, chromosome preparations were made from isolated sperm that had been microinjected into hamster eggs. While egg chromosomes exhibited a low frequency of chromosome aberrations, ranging from 4 to 7%, a large proportion of sperm cells exhibited chromosome damage. Between 29% of unstained and unsorted sperm and 38% of stained and unsorted sperm exhibited some type of chromosomal abnormality and this proportion increased to 50% in sorted sperm. If only damaged sperm nuclei are considered, the two unsorted sperm groups had a mean of 0.6 breaks, 0.8 triradial exchanges, and 0.2 quadriradial exchanges per nucleus. However, sorted sperm, which were stained with a fluorochrome and exposed to UV-laser irradiation, exhibited a mean of 2.9 breaks, 2.6 triradial, and 1.9 quadriradial exchanges per nucleus in which damage occurred. These observations indicate that the treatments and manipulations to which sperm nuclei are subjected during flow sorting cause chromosomal aberrations, and that exposure of the cells to UV-laser irradiation contributes substantially to the chromosome damage observed.